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Chapter 2621: Battle Against a Heaven Ultimate God 

 

“How many Primordial Stones did San Shouwang borrow from you?” Jian Wushuang calmly asked. 

“Not much, only thirty million Primordial Stones and the little love between him and me worth more or 

less twenty million Primordial Stones, so you only need to fork out fifty million Primordial Stones. I shall 

call it a truce with that and you may continue being the Northern Darkstar Territorial Lord and do 

whatever you want,” suggested Yuan Lei. 

“Fifty million Primordial Stones aren’t too many,” said Jian Wushuang indifferently. 

A weird smile appeared on Yuan Lei’s face. 

He did have a little friendship with San Shouwang but their relationship had faded long ago. San 

Shouwang did borrow some Primordial Stones from Yuan Lei to buy the fourth volume of the Divine 

Destruction Beast manual but it was only 6,000,000 Primordial Stones, yet he had asked for 50,000,000 

which was an exorbitant amount. 

He only did so because he was aware of Jian Wushuang’s wealth. 50,000,000 Primordial Stones was 

nothing to Jian Wushuang. 

Yuan Lei had decided that he would never trouble Jian Wushuang again if Jian Wushuang was willing to 

give him 50,000,000 Primordial Stones. He was the Star Picking Pavilion’s Golden Chief and he had to 

comply with the Star Picking Pavilion’s policies after all. 

He could still avoid doing anything that goes against their policies. 

“I have fifty million Primordial Stones, but what are you going to do if I won’t give it to you?” Jian 

Wushuang casually asked. 

“No? Jian Yi, I advise you to think carefully about it. You ought to know your life is worth more than the 

fifty million Primordial Stone even if it’s a lot.” Yuan Lei smiled faintly as a huge wave of divine power 

was sent across aiming at Jian Wushuang at the same time. 

“So this is a Heaven Ultimate God’s divine power?” Jian Wushuang’s eyes suddenly constricted. 

He knew the weakest of Star Picking Pavilion’s chiefs were at least a Peak Earth Ultimate God with most 

of their Golden Chief at the Heaven Ultimate God realm. 

He knew Yuan Lei was a genuine Heaven Ultimate God. 

However, Jian Wushuang did not have the slightest fear after knowing his opponent was a Heaven 

Ultimate God. His eyes were showing a strong intent to fight on the contrary. 

“After spending ten years cultivating in seclusion, I’ve achieved Merit in Sword World and made a 

breakthrough to Peak Ultimate God realm. My combat prowess is at the Peak Earth Ultimate God level 

and I’m now able to fight against a weak Heaven Ultimate God if I opt to put my full abilities to use! 



“Although I’ve made no major breakthroughs in understanding Sword Principle and Laws nor 

improvements in my cultivation realm, my strength has improved by several folds through regaining the 

Stately Painting! 

“It’s still unsure who’s stronger if I try my best to fight against Yuan Lei!” 

Jian Wushuang was looking forward to finding that out as he stared at Yuan Lei closely and licked his 

lips. 

“Yuan Lei, right? I have fifty million Primordial Stones in my Interspatial Ring and also many other 

treasures. All of these will belong to you if you managed to kill me. This may be a huge sum of money, 

but can you take it from me?” Jian Wushuang scoffed. 

“Do you have a death wish?” Yuan Lei’s eyes went wide. “If that’s the case, I shall fulfill your wish!” 

Yuan Lei instantly fired out after he said so. 

Boom! 

A majestic aura wave led by a huge gush of divine power came like a torrent. 

All the divine power instantly formed a green beast in front of Yuan Lei that was full of vitality. The 

green beast let out a roar before charging at Jian Wushuang. 

It continued to evolve and increased its size tenfold until it reached a few hundred feet high before it 

appeared in front of Jian Wushuang. 

The several hundred feet high green beast was like a huge mountain as it dashed toward Jian Wushuang 

with its mouth wide open as though it could swallow the entire world. 

The divine power pressed on Jian Wushuang without giving him any chance to escape. 

“This is really powerful. You’re indeed a Heaven Ultimate God.” Jian Wushuang stood in the void and 

looked up to admire the green beast coming down at him. 

Five years ago, he had seen the scary battle between Heaven Ultimate Gods and Grand Ultimate Gods 

during the fight of the Huangji Golden Pill. 

At that time, he was far away from the battlefield and had not personally participated in the battlefield, 

hence he did not manage to grasp a feel of Heaven Ultimate God’s power. 

Even though he did break into the battlefield later, all he did was threaten the people on the battlefield 

with his life rating pressure without any chance to fight against the Heaven Ultimate Gods. 

At this time, he was all alone and could finally feel the strength of a Heaven Ultimate God. 

The green beast was just a simple trick performed by Yuan Lei at will, but its power was sufficiently 

strong to put any ordinary Earth Ultimate God in despair. 

An ordinary Earth Ultimate God—even some of the weaker Peak Ultimate Gods—might not even have a 

survival chance under that green beast’s mouth. 

However, Jian Wushuang was not included among those Earth Ultimate Gods. 



He kept a cold and desolate look on his face as the Seven Stars Secret Technique within his body began 

brewing whereas the aura on his body had also instantly climbed from a High-level Earth Ultimate God 

to the Peak Earth Ultimate God level. The Blood Mountain Sword behind him was instantly unsheathed 

and moved along with his steps. 

A monstrous killing intent that had been infinitely magnified rose all of a sudden. 

Kill! Kill! Kill! 

Jian Wushuang’s entire mind and body were replaced by the murderous intent. 

His eyes slowly closed before reopened again. 

A terrifying killing intent shot out the moment his eyes opened. 

Space-time Sword Technique, Fifth Style—Killing Heart! 

Hum! 

A scarlet sword-light with murderous intent came down. 

The scarlet sword-light carried a terrifying power which instantly cut the mountain-liked green beast 

that was hundreds of feet tall into half, yet the sword-light remained unabated and continued cutting 

through the void above right into the sky. 

Infinite divine power breath was disseminated. 

“Oh?” Yuan Lei gave Jian Wushuang a surprised look. “No wonder he’s so arrogant. He’s quite 

powerful.” 

“Humph!” 

Jian Wushuang snorted coldly as he shot out a few streams of light using his mind. 

Those light streams were coming from black swords that exuded a cold breath with a large amount of 

Transmigration Strength. Those were the Infernal Crimson Divine Sword! 

Nine Infernal Crimson Divine Swords—nine Heavenly Treasure Divine Weapons—arranged in a line 

before Jian Wushuang. 

Jian Wushuang then pointed with a finger. 

Buzz! Buzz! Buzz! Buzz! 

The nine Infernal Crimson Divine Swords began to evolve into nine Reincarnation Passages in the blink of 

an eye. 

Those nine Reincarnation Passages were huge, mysterious, and unpredictable. 

Chapter 2622: The Battle 

 

“Go!” 



The nine Reincarnation Passages went crashing at Yuan Lei like nine gigantic asteroids under the 

guidance of Jian Wushuang. 

Each of those nine asteroids contained immense and powerful energy. 

Yuan Lei shivered and a surging pure divine power that could only be possessed by a Heaven Ultimate 

God concentrating in the void before him broke out within the blink of an eye. A barefooted green titan 

that was more than three kilometers tall formed with thick muscular arms and thighs and a single horn 

on its forehead. Its body surface was shrouded with terrifying divine power. 

The green titan swung its muscular arm as soon it appeared and threw out a slap. 

Boom! 

The nine asteroids were immediately deflected away. 

Jian Wu Shuang focused his eyes. “Nine swords combine, Heaven’s Edge!” 

Ring!! 

The nine asteroids were immediately deflected backward and overlapped each other before suddenly 

forming a huge Reincarnation Passage. A black divine sword shrouded with infinite Samsara Strength 

instantly shot out violently from the end of the Reincarnation Passage after that. 

The black divine sword was a perfect sword formation formed through the combination of nine Infernal 

Crimson Divine Swords. 

The first stage of Transmigration Sword Formation, Heaven’s Edge... the first stage sword formation’s 

power completely broke out following the full activation of Jian Wushuang’s Transmigration Law. 

Vroom! 

The black divine sword pierced through the void with terrifying power and charging boldly at the green 

titan like an awl. 

The green titan growled before tightly clenched its fist and punched violently with infinite force. 

Impact noises burst out violently as the two made contact and a huge hole appeared on the green 

titan’s fist. The black divine sword continued its crazed attack and pierced through its palm before going 

through its chest. The momentum was finally exhausted and dispersed with the reappear of nine 

identical black divine swords flying sideways in the void. 

The green titan should have fallen apart at that moment when being penetrated. However, it was still 

shrouded with surging energy. 

Yuan Lei was still standing there behind it with a slight smile. “That’s truly a sword formation created by 

Sword Lord Tong Xin—such incredible power. You truly are gifted to be able to unleash the sword 

formation to such a level despite only learning it for a few years. Unfortunately, the distance between 

Earth Ultimate God and Heaven Ultimate God isn’t something that could be filled in with a sword 

formation.” 



The penetrated hole on the green titan not only recovered, but its energy suddenly surged even higher 

before vigorously projecting outwards after he said that. A green-colored lance then appeared in its 

right hand. 

“Vitality Law...” 

Jian Wushuang squinted while staring at the green titan. 

He could tell that Yuan Lei had studied Vitality Law as it possesses the characteristics of strong vitality, 

incredible resilience, and extremely firm defensive abilities. However, experts who studied Vitality Law 

did not possess very powerful offensive abilities. 

Although being offensive was not Yuan Lei’s forte, he was a true Heaven Ultimate God after all. 

Jian Wushuang did not dare to be careless. An immense gold-colored divine power was forcefully 

gathered accompanied with ringing noises at that instance and formed a more than nine kilometers tall 

Golden God Shadow behind him. 

The divine Golden God Shadow stood tall while overlooking everything around it. The green titan was 

only three kilometers tall which was a dwarf compared to the Golden God Shadow in terms of size. 

Furthermore, Jian Wushuang’s overall ability surged even higher with the help of the Divine God of 

Punishment. 

“You do have some tricks. Shame that they’re useless.” 

Yuan Lei smiled faintly while suddenly lashing out his hand. A wholesome Principle World suppressed 

Jian Wushuang in an instant. 

The Principle World was filled with powerful energy with the area that had opened up having probably 

surpassed 5,000 kilometers. Most importantly, the Principle World had reached Profound Realm since 

he was a Heaven Ultimate God. 

A wave of vital energy was sweeping out at its surroundings as his Principle World pressed outward. 

Life started bursting out in the wasteland below within a split second as large amounts of trees, flora 

and fauna burst out from the ground. 

A refreshing breeze blew by as the environment between heaven and earth turned into a completely 

lively new realm. The green titan’s size immensely augmented as its power grew to a whole new level 

and it began to charge at Jian Wushuang with the lance in its hand. 

However, Jian Wushuang sneered at the scene before him. Right then... 

Boom!!! 

A heaven-shaking sword essence suddenly surged as the 50,000 kilometers Sword World he developed 

was unleashed. 

Although it was only a Merit Sword World, it ruthlessly swept out as soon as it appeared and the 

Profound Realm Principle World retreated swiftly like an ebbing tide under the Sword World’s influence. 

“What?” 



Yuan Lei was shocked, “A Merit Sword World could actually suppress my Profound Principle World? 

How’s that possible?” 

Yuan Lei was completely stunned but did not know that the Heaven Ultimate God—Zhong Hun—that 

Jian Wushuang had killed was equally as stunned as he was. 

Furthermore, that surprise was only the beginning as Jian Wushuang waved his arm right after that and 

a beam of light blended into the surrounding void. Heaven and Earth were shivering in that instance. 

A most beautiful scroll painting world appeared out of nowhere from the Heaven above. 

The scroll painting world was incredibly real with mountains, rivers, and even contained nine gigantic 

continents. 

“What’s that?” Yuan Lei frowned. 

“The Thousand Treasures Grand World, Transmigration World!” Jian Wushuang’s cold voice resonated. 

Vrooooom~ 

The surroundings began to change. 

The original wasteland initially became full of life with birds chirping and flowers blooming from Yuan 

Lei’s unleashed Vitality Law power. However, that environment had turned into infinite darkness in the 

blink of an eye. Gigantic Reincarnation Passages began to appear one by one out of nowhere in the 

darkness. 

The Reincarnation Passages were spread out to different corners of the world as infinite Samsara 

Strength began to unscrupulously spread out. 

The Transmigration World was filled with infinite Samsara Strength as Jian Wushuang stood in the 

center although he was the ruler of the Transmigration World!! 

“Yuan Lei, welcome to my world.” Jian Wushuang smiled as his laughter resonated in every corner of the 

Transmigration World. 

Ring! Ring! Ring! Ring! 

The nine separated Infernal Crimson Divine Sword appeared before Jian Wushuang once again—

trembling and shrouded with Samsara Strength—way stronger than before. 

Chapter 2623: World Transformation 

Transmigration World was mainly powered by Transmigration Law which was filled with inexhaustible 

Transmigration powers within. Samsara Strength activation or usage of Transmigration-related secret 

techniques in that world would have their strength greatly empowered. 

However, tactics from other laws would be weakened considerably in that world. 

The effect of Jian Wushuang’s Transmigration Sword Formation could be maximized there. 

On the other hand, Yuan Lei had his Vitality Law limited in every way. 



“Yuan Lei, welcome to my world.” 

Jian Wushuang’s laughter pounded on Yuan Lei’s eardrums as he felt a touch of annoyance. 

“World Transformation! This kid could actually do that in an instant? How mind-blowing is that 

formation!” Yuan Lei was feeling a little shocked but quickly firmed up his stare. “No, he’s a mere Earth 

Ultimate God regardless of how skilled this kid is. Grand techniques such as World Transformation are 

perhaps unachievable even by Undying Saints let alone him. He must be relying on some treasure! 

“Yes, it has to be a treasure! A treasure that enables World Transformation! 

“The treasure would be mine if I killed him!!” 

Killing intent rose in Yuan Lei’s mind. 

He originally did not have such strong killing intent toward Jian Wushuang as he only wanted Jian 

Wushuang to pay him 50,000,000 Primordial Stones and he would immediately leave. 

However, forget about 50,000,000 at that moment. He would definitely not allow Jian Wushuang to 

walk away alive even if he agreed to pay him 100,000,000 Primordial Stones. 

Boom!! 

The three kilometers tall green titan’s hostility shot up into the Heavens. It already appeared before Jian 

Wushuang and attacked furiously with the lance in its hands. 

“Hmph!” 

Jian Wushuang let out a cold humph as the nine Infernal Crimson Divine Swords floating before him 

once again overlapped each other and again formed the first stage of Transmigration Sword Formation, 

Heaven’s Edge. The sword formation’s energy level increased drastically and shot out with a boom 

under the empowerment from the surrounding infinite Samsara Strength. 

Bang! Bang! Bang! Bang! 

One violent bang after another resonated as the Transmigration Sword Formation repeatedly clashed 

head-on with the green titan’s lance. Although the black divine sword was fended off every time and 

even flying off, the green titan did not have it easy either with its advancement completely blocked. 

Moreover, the black divine sword was incredibly agile. 

It could completely turn into an overpowering sword formation, but it could also disassemble into nine 

different swords while still being able to unleash incomparable energy. For instance, the sword 

formation found a chance to disassemble at that moment—six Infernal Crimson Divine Swords 

continued clashing with the green titan while the other three were attacking Yuan Lei like lightning 

under the empowerment of the surrounding Samsara Strength. 

The grim-looking Yuan Lei spontaneously executed a palm strike which deflected those three Infernal 

Crimson Divine Swords and caused them to fly backward. 

In a not-so-distant void, Jian Wushuang’s eyes were burning with a heaven-shaking battle intent in the 

center of the Transmigration World at that moment. 



“Heaven Ultimate God... I’d love to see if I have the abilities to slay a Heaven Ultimate God!!” 

Jian Wushuang moved with a blood-thirsty smile. 

The Heaven and Earth around transformed once again as he moved. 

Although the surrounding was still pitch black, the various Reincarnation Passages had already vanished 

out of sight. A large number of Space-time cracks and immense Space-time storms took over its place. 

The Samsara Strength that initially filled the area between Heaven and Earth had changed into surging 

Space-time Energy!! 

The Thousand Treasures Grand World had shifted from Transmigration World into Space-time World in 

the blink of an eye! 

That world was dominated by Space-time! 

“Heaven and Earth have changed again?” 

Yuan Lei’s face was grim as Jian Wushuang concurrently appeared before him under his scrutiny... Ring!! 

A total of 300 apparitions burst out at the same time and filled the space. They were faster and more 

agile under the effect of Space-time Energy. Even Yuan Lei could not tell which among the apparitions 

was Jian Wushuang’s true self in such a short time. 

Whoosh! 

A cold sword-light suddenly appeared and cunningly directed itself at Yuan Lei’s heart from behind. 

“That’s really fast!” 

Yuan Lei was shocked. 

In truth, Jian Wushuang could not perform at such incredible speed with his current understanding of 

Space-time Law. The speed was mainly due to him situated at the Space-time World within the 

Thousand Treasures Grand World. His performance using Space-time Law was greatly amplified there. 

Boom! 

A low-impact noise resonated which shuddered Yuan Lei who swiftly and subconsciously moved 

sideways. 

However, Jian Wushuang instantly dashed forward and completely unleashed his sword technique with 

a terrifying speed. 

Whoosh! Whoosh! Whoosh! Whoosh! 

Shades of sword shadows lashed out from Jian Wushuang’s hand. 

The sword shadows looked very spontaneous, hence its momentum was not considered strong. 

However, they were moving too fast! 

Too fast. They were just too fast. 



Jian Wushuang already possesses very fast speeds. The Space-time World’s assistance only immensely 

further increased his attack speed which resulted in his sword-lights moving incredibly fast despite being 

a spontaneous attack. 

The inexhaustible sword shadows were like an infinite ocean of swords that shrouded Yuan Lei within 

and forced him to defend himself the best he could. Despite being able to defend himself, he began to 

lose gradually from exhaustion. 

“Kid, don’t be too cocky now!!” 

Yuan Lei was incredibly mad and finally unleashed his Heaven Ultimate God abilities. 

Layers and layers of Vital Strength shrouded his body as his divine body also began to surge violently 

before growing to five meters tall with a great deal of energy increase. Energy began to gather in his 

right hand as he unleashed a palm strike. 

Boom boom!! 

Heaven and Earth shivered as a gigantic hand suddenly appeared. 

That gigantic hand emitted such energy levels that it would make any regular Earth Ultimate God lose all 

hopes to live. 

Even Jian Wushuang could not help but squint. 

It was not long from when he first managed to control the Thousand Treasures Grand World, hence the 

Space-time World he manifested from within was not too sturdy. The surrounding Space-time World 

began to tremble upon the appearance of the gigantic hand. The gigantic hand’s complete energy 

outburst shattered the Space-time World and caused Jian Wushuang to retreat at that instant. 

“Heaven Ultimate Gods are truly marvelous. However...” Jian Wushuang sneered as the shattered 

Space-time World began to rebuild itself at an incredible speed. The world began to shift once again. 

The shrouding darkness and Space-time storms had faded away—revealing Jian Wushuang and Yuan Lei 

on a bare wasteland with many swords plunged to the ground. There were longswords, soft swords, 

heavy swords, and various other sword types. However, each of the swords undoubtedly had a terrifying 

aura. 

Ten of thousands of swords were plunged standing from the ground on that wide wasteland. 

It was a huge scale sword grave! 

Thousand Treasures Grand World...Sword Principle World!! 

Chapter 2624: The Strongest Battle Power! 

 

“It was the Transmigration World first, then Space-time World, and now it has shifted into the Sword 

Principle World?” Yuan Lei did not like that a single bit. 



Beams of vigorous sword essence filled every corner of that world upon the Sword Principle World’s 

formation. 

Jian Wushuang had been using his 50,000 kilometers Perfect Sword World to violently suppress and stun 

Yuan Lei which caused his Principle World to barely hang in there. Jian Wushuang’s Sword World energy 

suddenly surged ferociously once again upon the shift into Sword Principle World and crushed Yuan Lei’s 

Principle World in just a short moment. 

An incredibly powerful stunning strength took effect on Yuan Lei’s body. 

“Damn!” Yuan Lei could not help but curse. 

Jian Wushuang attacked once again at that moment. 

The Blood Mountain Sword lashed out silently—the Heaven, Earth, and Space-time seemed as though 

they were overlapping. 

A mysterious sword shadow flashed by and disappeared under such overlappings! 

Space-time Sword Technique’s sixth form—Overlapping Shadow! 

With the support of the surrounding Sword Principle World, Jian Wushuang’s strike was especially 

terrifying. 

Yuan Lei was completely under the Sword World’s stunning effects as his face turned red from seeing 

the sword being pointed at him and the three kilometers tall green titan immediately stood before him. 

Slash! 

The cold sharp sword blade sliced through the green titan and cut it into two halves before the sword 

shadow’s impressive momentum continued to sweep toward Yuan Lei’s divine body. 

Although Yuan Lei’s divine body was equipped with protective techniques, his body was still shaken 

violently under the sword shadow attacks and threw up a big gulp of blood in the next moment. 

He was injured! 

A respectable Heaven Ultimate God expert like Yuan Lei was severely injured! 

“Boy, you’ve totally pissed me off!! 

“I want to strip off your skin and take your bones apart to vent my hatred today!!” 

Yuan Lei’s eyes turned red as he released a deep growl filled with infinite killing intent like a demon from 

hell. 

Jian Wushuang sneered upon seeing that. “What coincidence! I’m also losing interest in playing games 

with you. Let’s have a duel of fates.” 

Jian Wushuang’s body surface burst with golden light as soon as he finished his words. The golden light 

which came from his golden robe was the Golden Glass Armor. A layer of golden armor appeared on the 

surface of his body in only a swift moment. 



One of the top five Seven Stars Black Sect’s Secret Technique, Nine Sparkle Star Armor was unleashed. 

His current achievement of the Nine Sparkle Star Armor from the Golden Armor chapter was enough to 

increase Jian Wushuang’s overall ability threefold!! 

“Freeze!” 

Jian Wushuang quietly commanded and the nine Infernal Crimson Divine Swords once again overlapped 

each other in the void next to him before forming the first stage of Transmigration Sword Formation. 

At the same time, a wave of golden divine power swept out from Jian Wushuang’s body and formed a 

grand golden divine power ocean that swept across every direction in a frenzy—covering the 

surrounding Heaven and Earth. A gigantic golden prison appeared in the Sword Principle World in the 

blink of an eye. 

The Golden Prison’s appearance perfectly overlapped with the Sword Principle World as its realm 

suppression effects began to sweep outward. 

The nine kilometers tall Golden God Shadow behind Jian Wushuang also had its aura rise to its peak. 

Its eyes were shining with a thick essence of light while standing still. 

“Seven Stars Secret Technique, Divine God of Punishment, and Nine Sparkle Star Armor—I’ve unleashed 

all three of Seven Stars Sect’s strongest secret techniques! 

“I’ve also used the Stately Painting’s Thousand Treasures Grand World, and Prison of Punishment! 

“Presently, I’ve shown all my cards except for the life rating suppression. This is the highest state I can 

reach for the moment and also my most powerful form! 

“I feel that the current me is even qualified to destroy a regular Heaven Ultimate God!” 

Jian Wushuang clenched his fists as his burning battle intent surged. 

“Hmph!” 

Yuan Lei humped coldly as his body that had already grown to five meters tall grew dramatically again 

and became ten meters tall. At the same time, various secret markings which looked like tree branches 

surfaced on his body and gradually crawled all over his body—making him look ever so ferocious and 

terrifying. 

A gigantic tree grew upward behind him. 

That gigantic tree was also three kilometers tall—incomparably sturdy and full of life. 

A layer of green armor also appeared on the green titan’s body in front of Yuan Lei along with its sudden 

violently surging energy! 

“Charge!!” 

Yuan Lei shouted a command and the green titan charged at Jian Wushuang fiercely with a jump that 

covered a long distance in a short moment. 



“Go.” 

The black divine sword manifested from Transmigration Sword Formation vibrated upon being pointed 

by Jian Wushuang. Its energy suddenly increased threefold before charging outward in the blink of an 

eye under the Nine Sparkle Star Armor’s influence. Jian Wushuang’s deadly eyes stared ahead at Yuan 

Lei who was at a far distance. 

The nine kilometers tall Golden God Shadow suddenly burst with glorious golden light behind him. 

The gigantic Golden God Shadow’s arms swung outwards upon Jian Wushuang’s mental manipulation. 

The two golden palms suddenly expanded infinitely to the extent of covering the sky and the sun—such 

that half of Heaven and Earth could be covered with only one hand. The entire surrounding void was 

then covered by both hands. 

Both palms began to fold together toward Yuan Lei. 

“Punishment, Divine Destruction!!!” 

Jian Wushuang commanded vigorously. 

The terrifying divine power burst out of the Golden God Shadow’s giant palms. Yuan Lei was completely 

imprisoned within the void as the two palms slowly folded together. 

Divine Destruction—like Prison of Punishment was one of the techniques built within the Divine God of 

Punishment secret technique. 

In his past life, Jian Wushuang had seen Emperor Bai using that move before. 

In his current life, he could finally use it after making a breakthrough to Peak Ultimate God along with a 

few years of studying. 

Even though they were the same moves, it was a few times more powerful than Emperor Bai’s when 

Jian Wushuang performed it!! 

Yuan Lei began to panic upon seeing both golden palms closing in on him from both sides. 

He could feel the extremely destructive energy contained in the two palms and dared not be careless. 

Broom boom boom~~~ 

Infinite green divine power suddenly burst out from his body and caused the gigantic tree behind him to 

begin spreading out. The countless branches started to take shape and extend before finally clashing 

head-on with the two golden palms. 

Whoosh whoosh whoosh!!! 

The divine power clashing noises resonated the heaven and earth. 

However, the head-on clash only lasted for a short moment before the two gigantic golden palms began 

folding together again. 

“What?” 



Yuan Lei was completely shocked and had not expected that he still could not fend off that particular 

attack after unleashing his most powerful ability. 

The two golden palms were still closing in and continued to suppress him while the branches which 

burst out from his body were also gradually losing the fight. 
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Boom! 

The pair of golden giant palms finally folded together completely. 

Yuan Lei was naturally bearing unprecedented pressure situated in that void in which the horrifying 

energy was violently crushing. 

The golden divine power gradually subsided after a while and the void returned to its original calmness 

bit by bit. 

Yuan Lei was still standing in that void after matters died down, but his body was covered with blood. 

Cracks began to appear on the three kilometers tall tree behind him along with his greatly decreased 

aura. 

However, an expert who practiced Vitality Law had the incredible rejuvenating ability. His capability 

would return in an extremely short time so long the giant tree behind him still stands. 

“Still kicking?” Jian Wushuang’s frosty eyes stared at Yuan Lei. 

Yuan Lei raised his head and looked at him with a strange smile on his lips. “Jian Yi, I truly have 

underestimated you. You’re merely an Earth Ultimate God who not only possesses great battle strength 

but also endless techniques. I’ve lost this battle, but don’t you get cocky now. If my guess is right, the 

reason you could perform so many techniques is because of the treasures on you—especially the one 

that could perform World Transformation... 

“Hehe, a treasure of such caliber isn’t something an Earth Ultimate God like you could possess. You’d 

probably have a lot of visitors at your doorstep very soon if I spread the word about you possessing such 

treasures.” 

“Do you really think you have the chance to do that?” Jian Wushuang’s voice was as cold as his gaze. 

Yuan Lei’s expression changed and quickly raised his head in the next moment as he noticed something. 

His eyes were opened wide upon raising his head. 

Extremely powerful energy that previously existed in the world inside the floating scroll painting began 

to descend from above him. 

A gigantic palm print began to descend from within the painting’s world. 

That palm print was the Divine Emperor Seal, a technique Jian Wushuang acquired after fusing the first 

three forms of the Nine Provinces Seal!!! 



It was also Jian Wushuang’s most powerful offensive move!! 

“That—that’s...” Yuan Lei’s eyes were opened so round and wide in disbelief. 

He was situated right under the gigantic palm print and could clearly feel that the palm print’s energy 

could even destroy heaven and earth. 

That energy was a lot stronger than the pair of gigantic golden folding palms unleashed by Jian 

Wushuang which had severely injured him!! 

It was so much stronger. 

He had enough confidence to protect himself from the pair of golden folding palms. 

However, the descending giant palm print simply made him feel a touch of helplessness. 

“You actually have a technique that’s stronger than the one before?” Yuan Lei gave a deadly stare at Jian 

Wushuang as though looking at a monster. 

He truly was a monster. 

An Earth Ultimate God who could perform those techniques time and again was enough to shock him to 

the core. 

He thought Jian Wushuang’s previous move that severely injured him was already his strongest move. 

Jian Wushuang unexpectedly had something even more to offer!! 

It was simply unbelievable!! 

The gradually descending giant palm print caused Yuan Lei to even feel that all hope was lost. 

He tried his best to project his divine power, so was the giant tree behind him, working hard to block the 

gigantic palm print. 

However, the end was...destruction! 

The gigantic palm print destroyed everything in its way and covered Yuan Lei’s Divine Body in the blink 

of an eye. 

“No!!!” 

Yuan Lei gave out one final hysterical cry before being completely covered by the palm print. 

Broom boom boom~~~ Infinite divine power rolled violently and shook heaven and earth. 

After a long while, the surroundings finally calmed and quieted down along with the gradually dispersing 

gigantic palm print and overwhelming divine power. 

Jian Wushuang slowly waved his hand as the Golden Prison and Golden God Shadow behind him 

disappeared. The Sword Principle World around him changed as well and reverted the area back to its 

original wasteland. On the other hand, the scroll painting world had just rewrapped itself back and 

turned into a beam of light before returning to Jian Wushuang’s body. 



Jian Wushuang then kept the nine Infernal Crimson Divine Swords inside his Interspatial Ring. 

Everything finally died down. 

Jian Wushuang exhaled quietly and walked forward to the void that was crushed by the Divine Emperor 

Seal. 

There was nothing left in the void—not even a corpse. 

Yuan Lei’s body was completely grounded into micro-particles by the Divine Emperor Seal. The only 

items left were Yuan Lei’s Interspatial Ring and treasure that he had with him which Jian Wushuang tried 

his best to keep intact. 

“A true Heaven Ultimate God—one that deeply understands Vitality Law and fully equipped with 

extremely potent rejuvenating skill—has been killed by me.” A strange light shone through Jian 

Wushuang’s eyes as he felt a touch of excitement. 

Heaven Ultimate Gods was someone way above Earth Ultimate Gods. A regular Earth Ultimate God—

even a Peak Earth Ultimate God—almost had no capabilities to fight back against a Heaven Ultimate 

God. 

Even though his cultivation level was only at Peak Ultimate God which was not even an Earth Ultimate 

God yet, he managed to slay a Heaven Ultimate God in the end. Furthermore, it was a respectable duel 

with a head-on bombardment!! 

It was truly a bombardment! 

He was purely relying on many hidden maneuvers, the Stately Painting, and a few secret techniques he 

had to suppress Yuan Lei before finally using Divine God of Punishment’s Divine Destruction and the 

Nine Provinces Seal’s Divine Emperor Seal to bombard him till death. 

It would be enough to scare many to death if word of the battle had gotten out. 

The matter remains that he had truly achieved it. 

Jian Wushuang took a deep breath as the excitement gradually calmed down and his face turned serious 

again. 

“Although I’ve killed Yuan Lei head-on, the reason I could kill him is because of my treasures, secret 

maneuvers, and hidden techniques. My true capabilities are still a far cry from Yuan Lei’s without them.” 

Jian Wushuang told himself while reflecting and summarizing the battle. 

“Although Yuan Lei was a Heaven Ultimate God, he’s average at best and isn’t considered among the 

stronger ones if I’m not mistaken. He only had rather strong physical defenses, though his techniques 

were very normal especially when it comes to offensive maneuvers. 

“If I didn’t run into him but a Heaven Ultimate God who’s very good at offensive, I’m afraid I won’t be in 

such an advantageous position. At the end of the day, it’s really because of my very low cultivation level! 



“My understanding of various laws and sword principles aren’t too far from most Heaven Ultimate Gods, 

but my too low level caused my base divine power being too far behind. I rely purely on secret 

techniques to fill in the lack of divine power.” 

Chapter 2626: Keeping Low-key 

Jian Wushuang could not do anything about his cultivation level. 

His cultivation time was really too short and spanning only a few decades after all. 

It was already an incredible phenomenon for many to be able to reach the level of Peak Ultimate God in 

such a short time. 

“I need enough Divine Elixir Pill to increase my cultivation level. Yuan Lei was a Golden Chief from the 

Star Picking Pavilion and should have quite valuable items in his Interspatial Ring. I wonder if there are 

Divine Elixir Pills among them.” 

Jian Wushuang immediately investigated the Interspatial Ring that Yuan Lei left behind with a glimmer 

of hope. 

Yuan Lei himself was an authentic Heaven Ultimate God and also a Golden Chief in Star Picking Pavilion. 

His assets indeed did not disappoint Jian Wushuang and were faithful to his identity. 

Merely looking at Primordial Stones were already 30,000,000 pieces of them. In addition, according to 

Jian Wushuang’s estimation, the various types of cultivation resources had even exceeded the value of 

those Primordial Stones. Other than that, Yuan Lei possessed quite a fair bit of treasures as well. 

There were a dozen Heavenly Treasures that could help offensive skills cultivation. He even had two sets 

of defensive armor despite being only at the Ordinary-level Heavenly Treasures. Unfortunately, there 

were no unique items like Mystical Weapons. 

Not only did Yuan Lei have the Divine Elixir Pill that Jian Wushuang was looking for in his Interspatial 

Ring, but there were three of them!! 

‘Adding on the one that I have and those three Divine Elixir Pills, I have four pills in total. It’ll help me 

make quite a bit of progress if I cultivated using all of them, but I’ll still be quite a distance away from 

becoming an Earth Ultimate God,’ thought Jian Wushuang. 

He had previously estimated that he would need around 20 Divine Elixir Pills for him to make a 

breakthrough to Primary-level Earth Ultimate God from Peak Ultimate God. 

Four pills were only one-fifth of that number. 

“Hm, what’s this?” 

Jian Wushuang was curious when he found a green-colored jade bottle. The reason that bottle caught 

his attention was because of the Vital Energy being emitted from it. He was even more surprised upon 

realizing he had never seen the material type used to make that jade bottle. 



“There’s such strong Vital Energy coming out from that jade bottle’s content...” Jian Wushuang 

immediately removed the cork and extended his soul power into it and immediately saw the drop of 

liquid within. 

The green liquid looked like dews on a flower or grass that could be found during the early mornings, 

but with a darker color shade. Moreover, Jian Wushuang felt a shock on his body and mind as soon as he 

saw the green liquid which caused a grand sight to rise around him. 

That one drop of liquid contained such immense Vital Energy that even shocked him greatly. 

“Although I don’t know what this is, the content in this unique bottle carries such strong Vital Energy 

only means that it’s no ordinary item. Should I find a chance in the future and get someone to appraise 

it,” said Jian Wushuang. 

No one else in Danyang Holy Domain was more qualified to appraise treasures than Star Picking 

Pavilion—not even in the surrounding Nine Realms of Golden Crow. Every chief in Star Picking Pavilion 

had an extremely vast knowledge about treasures as they even specially trained several appraisers. 

Many extremely rare treasures including those that had completely disappeared from the Nine Realms 

of Golden Crow could be identified by the Star Picking Pavilion. 

For example, the green liquid could easily be taken to Star Picking Pavilion for an appraisal so long he 

was willing to spend some money. He would be able to know about the history and function of that 

green liquid. 

However, Jian Wushuang had just killed a Golden Chief from Star Picking Pavilion and acquired the green 

liquid from him. He did not dare go to Star Picking Pavilion under such circumstances. 

“I’ll head home first. I came out just for the auction but ended up studying the Stately Painting and 

Transmigration Sword Formation after the auction. It’s been five years since I’ve left, I wonder how 

Northern Darkstar Territory is doing under Xin’er and Commander Cang Heng’s management.” 

Jian Wushuang smiled and very soon left the place for Northern Darkstar Territory. 

A few men appeared on that very piece of land which had already turned into ruins only a day after Jian 

Wushuang left. 

The purple-robed man leading the group said with a cold voice, “Someone sensed a humongous 

fluctuation of divine power in this area. It seems like a big fight really took place here with both sides 

seems to have incredible capabilities based on the marks left on the battlefield—most probably an epic 

battle at the Heaven Ultimate God scale. On top of that, even though it’s been a moment, the battlefield 

is still filled with a thick Vital Energy. It’s probably left behind by Yuan Lei who studies the Vitality Law.” 

The purple-robed man was the Star Picking Pavilion’s supervisor. As for the three men following him, 

two of them were Golden Chief while the other one was the Black Chief who received Jian Wushuang. 

“Are you sure Yuan Lei was going after the Northern Darkstar Territorial Lord and not someone else?” 

The Purple Supervisor looked at the Black Chief. 

“Positive.” The Black Chief nodded solemnly. 



“Master Yuan Lei had already spotted the Northern Darkstar Territorial Lord early on in the auction, but 

for some reason did not take action. The Territorial Lord came once again at that time to purchase nine 

Infernal Crimson Divine Swords before leaving. We completely lost contact with Master Yuan Lei soon 

after with him not even replying to our messages.” 

The Purple-robed Supervisor squinted as he knew the reason why Yuan Lei did not take action. 

It was because Yuan Lei and the two Golden Chiefs were receiving orders from Senior Meng and he 

naturally could not walk away. 

“Yuan Lei’s probably dead since he fought against someone here and we no longer heard from him 

thereafter. The Northern Darkstar Territorial Lord is only a High-level Earth Ultimate God. Even though 

he obtained Sword Lord Tong Xin’s Transmigration Sword Formation, it’ll be impossible for him to kill 

Yuan Lei. There has to be someone else who killed him,” said the Purple-robed Supervisor. 

“However, all the experts had left since the auction was over according to our intelligence. There are 

currently only a limited number of Heaven Ultimate Gods in Narcissus Territory other than us and these 

Heaven Ultimate Gods having no reason nor the opportunity to kill Yuan Lei,” said one of the Golden 

Chiefs. 

“Let’s just stop here and don’t investigate further regardless of who did it,” said the Purple Supervisor 

immediately. 

“Don’t investigate further?” The two Golden Chiefs were slightly surprised. 

A Star Picking Pavilion Golden Chief dying was a big deal and yet the Supervisor had no intentions to 

investigate further? 

“This Yuan Lei was looking for trouble anyway. He immediately followed the Northern Darkstar 

Territorial Lord as soon as he stepped out of Star Picking Pavilion. Although they may have a minor 

private grudge, he still defied our rules and we have nothing much to say now with him being killed. 

Furthermore, it’ll defile our reputation if word about this matter goes around, so we’d better keep this 

matter low-key.” 

Chapter 2627: Blood Gem 

 

“We can covertly investigate Yuan Lei’s death, but do keep it that way. Other than that, we can also 

keep an eye on the Northern Darkstar Territorial Lord. Although he doesn’t have the capabilities to kill 

Yuan Lei, he probably has something to do with his death after all,” said the Purple Supervisor. 

“Aye.” The two Golden Chiefs behind immediately nodded. 

They left very soon. 

... 

Northern Darkstar Territory. 

Jian Wushuang exited through a wormhole with a flash. 



“I’ve returned.” 

He exhaled and began gliding towards his Territorial Lord Residence. 

Jian Wushuang passed by the Official Army barracks along the way. 

He suddenly paused as he glided above the barracks. 

“How come there are only so few of them?” 

Jian Wushuang frowned while overlooking the barracks below. 

There were ten battalions in the Official Army with each battalion consisting of a thousand strong—

there should have been a total of 10,000 men. However, as Jian Wushuang’s Soul Power expanded, he 

could sense there were only a thousand men in the barracks which constituted only one battalion. This 

was the Official Army barracks which would normally still have a large number of soldiers holding their 

positions in case something happens even when they received a big mission. 

Furthermore, there should have been three or four battalions permanently in the barracks, but there 

was only a single battalion at that moment. 

“Did something happen?” Jian Wushuang wondered before increasing his speed toward the Territorial 

Lord Residence. 

Jian Wushuang had already descended in a manor and noticed that the residence did not change much. 

Jian Wushuang called out, “Xin’er.” 

“Master, you’re back?” Xiao Tiexin saw Jian Wushuang and smiled in surprise. 

“I just returned and I realized there was only one battalion left when I passed by the Official Army 

barracks, What’s going on? Did something happen?” Jian Wushuang asked. 

Xiao Tiexin nodded and said, “Something indeed happened. A Blood Gem mineral vein was discovered in 

the Star Fire Wilderness within our territory a year ago. Commander Cang Heng immediately brought 

two battalions over when he received the news, but who knew they’d find that someone has already 

taken over the mineral vein upon their arrival?” 

“Taken over?” Jian Wushuang was shocked. 

The Official Army had the strength to take over everything in Northern Darkstar Territory. Who had the 

nerves to rob them of the mineral vein? 

“It’s our territory’s direct neighbor, Green Flame Star Territory. Moreover, Star Fire Wilderness is 

coincidentally located at the border between Northern Darkstar Territory and Green Flame Star 

Territory. Their Territorial Lord received the news faster than us and sent their Official Army ahead of us 

the very moment news about the Blood Gem mineral vein began spreading. The mineral vein had 

already been taken over by the Green Flame Star Territory’s Official Army by the time Commander Cang 

Heng arrived with his men. 

Commander Cang Heng naturally was not ready to give up, so he argued with them and a fight 

consequently broke out. The two Official Armies were similar in battle strength, but the Green Flame 



Territorial Lord later took matters into his own hands. He’s the strongest Territorial Lord among those 

other territories around us—a Peak Earth Ultimate God. Commander Cang Heng of course fell into an 

absolute disadvantage with him joining the battle. 

“Commander Cang Heng later mobilized nine battalions over out of necessity and we can finally fight 

against the Green Flame Territory as equals by relying on the numbers advantage. It seems that the 

Blood Gem mineral vein is currently being split fifty-fifty between Northern Darkstar Territory and Green 

Flame Star Territory with each mining their gems,” said Xiao Tiexin. 

“Is that so?” Jian Wushuang looked grim. 

He had heard of Blood Gem being a very high-leveled instrument cultivation material. 

The Blood Gems were usually mined to cultivate Heavenly Treasures with only a very limited amount 

used for Peak Earthly Treasures cultivation. 

In normal circumstances, only 10,000 pounds of Blood Gems was needed to cultivate a Heavenly 

Treasure. A complete Blood Gem mineral vein perhaps contained more than ten thousand pounds of 

Blood Gems. 

Its value was naturally quite astonishing. 

Jian Wushuang sneered, “The mineral vein is found within our territory, yet the Green Flame Territorial 

Lord has the nerves to lead his Official Army to our land and steal it. Hehe, how dare he look down upon 

the Northern Darkstar Territorial Lord.” 

However, he knew that the Green Flame Territorial Lord was a Peak Earth Ultimate God and himself... 

Everyone knew about Jian Wushuang’s battle strength being at most only in the High-level Earth 

Ultimate God realm from killing San Shouwang before leaving Northern Darkstar Territory. 

It was only normal that the Green Flame Star Territorial Lord did not take him seriously. 

“Xin’er, you stay here while I make a trip to Star Fire Wilderness,” said Jian Wushuang. 

“Master, be careful. The Green Flame Star Territorial Lord is a Peak Earth Ultimate God after all,” 

reminded Xiao Tiexin. 

“Haha, I understand.” Jian Wushuang smiled, but had to disagree deep inside. 

Why worry about a Peak Earth Ultimate God when he could even head-on kill a Heaven Ultimate God? 

Star Fire Wilderness was just a regular wilderness located at the edge of Northern Darkstar Territory. 

However, it was at that exact location an incredibly valuable Blood Gem mineral vein was discovered in 

the huge mountains. One that made the Green Flame Star Territorial Lord crossed boundaries to fight 

for. 

The mountains were humongous and the entire mineral vein was similarly also incredibly huge. 

The mineral vein began on both ends of the mountains which a camp had been respectively built. 

Several commanders from the Official Army were gathered together in one of the camps. 



Cang Heng sat there and exclaimed, “It’s too huge. This Blood Gem mineral vein is truly too huge! The 

mineral vein that we managed to control is only 40% of the entire thing. According to early estimation, 

the Blood Gems extended underground that has been discovered is already more than a billion pounds 

and could even be a lot more!! 

“Blood Gems are used for cultivating Heavenly Treasures. In the market, their value is also truly 

shocking. A pound of Blood Gems will cost ten Primordial Stones while a billion pounds of the Blood 

Gem will exceed 10 billion Primordial Stones!!” 

“Wow!” 

The commanders around him were in disbelief. 

1,000,000 Primordial Stones were already considered an astronomical amount to those commanders 

who were only at Peak Ultimate God. What about 10,000,000,000? They could not even begin to fathom 

the concept of it. 

“Our strength is unfortunately limited and forty percent is the most we’re able to keep in control. The 

remaining sixty percent falls under the Green Flame Star Territory Official Army’s control. Furthermore, 

the Green Flame Star Territorial Lord has already known the value of the mineral vein and will definitely 

mobilize even more personnel over from the Green Flame Star Territory. I’m afraid that we can’t even 

hold on to this 40% by then,” said Cang Heng coldly. 

Chapter 2628: Territorial Lord Returns 

 

Cang Heng and the others were only able to occupy 40 percent of the Blood Gem mineral vein due to 

their larger military size advantage. 

Cang Heng had mobilized nine out of ten Northern Darkstar Territory Official Army battalions and 

formed a military formation with considerably strong combat power. On the other hand, the Green 

Flame Star Territory was fighting outside of his territory and was only able to mobilize five battalions for 

the battle. However, the Peak Earthly Ultimate God Green Flame Territorial Lord managed to help his 

team gain an absolute advantage with his exceptional strength. 

However, Cang Heng and the others would be at a greater disadvantage if the Green Flame Territorial 

Lord was able to bring in one or two more army battalions from the Green Flame Star Territory as that 

would make it rather impossible for them to continue occupying 40 percent of the mineral vein. 

“It’s simply too much for the Green Flame Territorial Lord to not only rely on his exceptional personal 

strength but also bring his army into our territory to rob the mineral vein!” 

“It’s unfortunate that our territorial lord isn’t here. Otherwise, the Green Flame Territorial Lord won’t 

dare to be so presumptuous.” 

“Not necessarily. Although our territorial lord is powerful, his combat prowess is only at the level of a 

High-level Earth Ultimate God—there’s still quite a big gap between him and the Green Flame Territorial 

Lord. I’m afraid our territorial lord might have to bow down to the Green Flame Territorial Lord if the 

two of them meet and fight.” 



The commanders were in a discussion and soon fell silent at the end of their discussion. 

Even if the military strength of the two territories were equivalent, their territorial lords indeed had 

different strengths. 

The world was a place where spoils belonged to the victors. 

Suddenly... 

“What are you guys discussing?” An indifferent voice sounded. 

Cang Heng and the other commanders were startled. They immediately turned around to look at the 

source of the sound. 

They had not noticed a young man wearing golden robes and carrying a longsword had appeared. 

“Territorial Lord.” 

Cang Heng was the first to react and immediately saluted respectfully. 

“A pleasure to meet the Territorial Lord.” The other commanders saluted and felt a little apprehensive. 

The feeling was heightened as cold sweat beaded on them when they were reminded that they were 

speaking ill of their territorial lord just moments ago. 

They were worried if Jian Wushuang heard what they just said. 

Jian Wushuang did hear their discussion, but he could care less. 

“Commander Cang Heng, tell me what’s going on with the Blood Gem mineral vein at this moment?” 

Jian Wushuang sat down next to the table. 

Cang Heng immediately explained the situation in great detail. 

“One billion catties?” 

Even Jian Wushuang was shocked to hear the figures. 

“This is just the amount of Blood Gems from the mineral vein we have discovered for the time being—

there are still many that haven’t been discovered. We currently only occupy forty percent of the Blood 

Gems whereas sixty percent is with the Green Flame Territorial Lord. If the number of Blood Gems in the 

entire mineral vein added up to billions, then its value will be a few tens of billion Primordial Stones,” 

said Cang Heng. 

“It’s a huge Blood Gem mineral vein?” Jian Wushuang secretly smacked his tongue but kept a calm front. 

“This mineral vein is way too valuable. Although it appears within our star territory, we can’t take 

control of the entire mineral vein with our capabilities alone. I believe that people from Crimson Stone 

Fort will come forward sooner or later.” 

Jian Wushuang knew very well that the lucrative mineral vein worth tens of billion Primordial Stones 

would be very appealing to top factions in Danyang Holy Domain. On the other hand, the Crimson Stone 

Fort was the official ruler of Danyang Holy Domain with every stellar region and territorial lord being 

appointed and administered by them. 



The Crimson Stone Fort would send an expert to retrieve the high-valued mineral vein in Northern 

Darkstar Territory. 

Cang Heng nodded in agreement. “The largest winner from the mineral vein’s appearance will be the 

Crimson Stone Fort, but they’ll need miners to get the Blood Gems. Therefore, they’ll naturally source 

manpower from Northern Darkstar Territory and entrust our Official Army to be responsible for 

monitoring the mining process until its completion. I suppose the Territorial Lord and Official Army will 

be able to gain a lot of benefits during that time as Crimson Stone Fort will usually leave us some gravy 

when they take the meat.” 

“The current problem with the Green Flame Star Territory is their actions of taking away even our last 

bit of gravy.” 

Jian Wushuang cracked a faint smile as Cang Heng’s metaphor was very appropriate. They could only 

pick up the leftovers after Crimson Stone Fort had collected their share of the benefit. How could they 

be able to accept the Green Flame Star Territory rushing in and taking a cut of their portion? 

“Let’s go and meet the Green Flame Territorial Lord,” said Jian Wushuang with a smile. 

Cang Heng did not act immediately from puzzlement. “Master, the Green Flame Territorial Lord is a Peak 

Earth Ultimate God. I hear he’s very powerful.” 

“I know.” Jian Wushuang smiled slightly. “Take me to him.” 

Cang Heng stopped hesitating after noticing Jian Wushuang’s confidence and immediately set off to lead 

the way. 

Jian Wushuang soon arrived at the void above the camp on the mine’s other end. 

There were many soldiers from the Green Flame Star Territory’s Official Army in the camp. 

“Master, the Green Flame Territorial Lord is in this camp,” said Cang Heng. 

“Hmm.” Jian Wushuang nodded as he had sensed an extremely tyrannical aura from the camp. 

“Green Flame Territorial Lord!” 

Jian Wushuang called out as his magnificent voice resounded vigorously throughout heaven and earth 

before naturally spreading toward the huge camp ahead. 

The camp immediately went into a commotion and a few figures soon rose into the void with a ragged 

silver-haired old man in a loose robe leading. The silver-haired old man was none other than the Green 

Flame Territorial Lord. 

The Green Flame Territorial Lord noticed Jian Wushuang as soon as he appeared in the void. 

“Carrying a longsword while wearing golden robes... You must be the Northern Darkstar Territorial Lord, 

Jian Yi.” The Green Flame Territorial Lord folded his hands and looked at Jian Wushuang with a 

somewhat condescending attitude. 

“I’m indeed Jian Yi. I’ve also heard about you, Green Flame Territorial Lord, and always wanted to visit 

you, but something unfortunate came up. My apologies that you had to make the trip instead.” Jian 



Wushuang started with a friendly greeting before going into a serious tone. “However, I would have 

welcomed you if you’re visiting alone, but I’m afraid it’s too much for you to bring along five army 

battalions.” 

“Don’t get me wrong. I heard there’s a huge Blood Gem mineral vein in the Star Fire Wilderness and am 

worried it might fall into the wrong hands, hence I came forth with my people to protect this area while 

you’re away,” said Green Flame Territorial Lord with a smile. 

Chapter 2629: The Embarrassed Green Flame Territorial Lord 

 

“Protect it? I’ll have to thank you then, Green Flame Territorial Lord,” replied Jian Wushuang. 

“You don’t have to. The Northern Darkstar Territory and our Green Flame Star Territory are connected 

geographically—we should be helping each other,” teased the Green Flame Territorial Lord. 

“In this case, you won’t have to protect the Blood Gem mineral vein anymore now that I’ve returned. 

You may now leave,” said Jian Wushuang. 

“That won’t do.” The Green Flame Territorial Lord shook his head. “I’ve reported to Crimson Stone Fort 

about the Blood Gem mineral vein on your way back here. The Crimson Sone Fort has also dispatched 

some experts to retrieve this and had specifically ordered us to take good care of it before their arrival. 

Therefore, all of you will have to wait for Crimson Stone Fort’s representatives.” 

Jian Wushuang’s expression turned cold after hearing that. “It seems the Green Flame Star Territory isn’t 

going to leave. I can only use a little trick to make you leave if that’s the case.” 

“Did you ask me to leave? You’re quite confident, but I don’t know where your confidence is coming 

from,” the Green Flame Territorial Lord sneered and could not care less about Jian Wushuang. 

Jian Wushuang was not angry but merely flipped his palm slowly. 

Buzz! Buzz! Buzz! 

Nine black Infernal Crimson Divine Swords appeared out of thin air in the void before Jian Wushuang. 

Those nine Infernal Crimson Divine Swords each carried an infinite amount of Transmigration Strength. 

“Are you going to fight? With that?” The Green Flame Territorial Lord said disdainfully. 

“Master.” Cang Heng and the other commanders frowned. 

However, Jian Wushuang merely smiled faintly before those nine black Infernal Crimson Divine Swords 

instantly transformed into nine huge meteorites and fiercely slammed toward the Green Flame 

Territorial Lord ahead. 

The Green Flame Territorial Lord stood calmly on the spot until the nine huge meteorites appeared in 

front of him. His eyes narrowed slightly when the meteorites’ power spread out. 

“These nine black swords seem quite powerful...” 



The Green Flame Territorial Lord immediately took a shot and slammed the nine swords with a 

sledgehammer that appeared in his hands. 

A Peak Earth Ultimate God’s divine power completely exploded with shocking power. 

Clang! Clang! Clang! Clang! Clang! Clang... 

After nine continuous clanging sounds, the nine huge meteorites transformed from the Infernal Crimson 

Divine Sword were sent flying out. The meteorite’s terrifying power then collided with the Green Flame 

Territorial Lord and was forced to retreat a few steps backward. 

“This kid seems to be much stronger than an ordinary High-level Earth Ultimate Gods.” The Green Flame 

Territorial Lord held his hands together and prepared to make a move. 

Suddenly... 

“Congeal!” 

Jian Wushuang only said a one-word command before the nine Infernal Crimson Divine Swords instantly 

overlapped at an astonishing speed and caused a huge endless Reincarnation Passage to appear out of 

nowhere. A black divine sword encased in Transmigration Strength shot out from the end of that 

channel. 

The black divine sword was the result of a perfect sword formation made from the nine overlapping 

Infernal Crimson Divine Swords. 

Boom! 

The black divine sword was like a huge awl with a terrifying power that penetrated the void and 

instantly appeared in front of the Green Flame Territorial Lord. 

“T-this power...” 

The Green Flame Territorial Lord was shocked upon feeling the power contained therein the black divine 

sword that was much stronger than him executing a blow with his full strength. 

He was so horrified that he did not have much time to think and could only spontaneously swing the 

large hammer in his hand as the ripples spread out before firing a series of attacks. 

Boom! 

There was a loud noise as terrifying powers erupted from the black divine sword and the large hammer 

broke away from the Green Flame Territorial Lord’s hand for the first time. The black divine sword did 

not stop but continued to bombard the Green Flame Territorial Lord’s divine body. 

“Puff!” 

The Green Flame Territorial Lord shook slightly before spewing out a big mouthful of blood. His 

complexion instantly paled along with his body’s divine power breath dropped to an extremely low 

level. 

Buzz! 



The Transmigration Sword Formation formed from the nine overlapping Infernal Crimson Divine Swords 

returned to Jian Wushuang. 

“Green Flame Territorial Lord, I’ll give you a chance—ten breaths. You and your people are to 

immediately return to the Green Flame Star Territory within just ten breaths of time. Otherwise, you’ll 

lie here forever.” Jian Wushuang folded his hands behind his back with his extremely cold gaze as he 

stared at the Green Flame Territorial Lord. 

His mighty voice reverberated throughout heaven and earth. 

The Green Flame Territorial Lord was trembling as he met Jian Wushuang’s gaze. Though his eyes were 

filled with resentment, they were filled with even more fear and reverent awe! 

Jian Wushuang had just displayed a terrifying strength level which was too strong. 

The Green Flame Territorial Lord was perplexed as he could see that Jian Wushuang was only a High-

level Earth Ultimate God, yet Jian Wushuang’s sword formation defeated him in an instant. The Green 

Flame Territorial Lord would probably be dead had Jian Wushuang not held back his strength. He knew 

that Jian Wushuang’s strength level was far beyond his own. 

He dared not defy Jian Wushuang’s command for him and his people to leave within ten breaths. 

“Let’s go!” 

The Green Flame Territorial Lord immediately ordered the Green Flame Star Territory Official Army to 

retreat. The Green Flame Territorial Lord along with his official army quickly left within a few breaths 

toward the Green Flame Star Territory. 

The commanders of the Northern Darkstar Territory watched in awe and were completely stunned. 

They were just saying that Jian Wushuang would not be able to change anything due to his inferior High-

level Earth Ultimate God battle strength against the Peak Earth Ultimate God Green Flame Territorial 

Lord even if he returned. 

Jian Wushuang surprisingly made a boldly lighting-fast shot and defeated the Green Flame Territorial 

Lord in the blink of an eye. 

The strength gap was too wide apart. 

Jian Wushuang’s strength completely exceeded their expectations. 

“Our territorial lord has instantly defeated the Peak Earth Ultimate God Green Flame Territorial Lord. 

He’s so powerful!” 

“I remember he was far from being this powerful when he fought San Shouwang not long ago. It didn’t 

take long for him to improve until this level, right?” 

“He’s s-so powerful!” 

The commanders looked at Jian Wushuang with deep awe and reverence. 



“Cang Heng.” Jian Wushuang glanced at Cang Heng. “Bring some people to take over the mineral vein 

and try to figure out in the shortest time possible the quantity of Blood Gem we have in the mineral vein 

since the Green Flame Star Territory’s people are gone.” 

“Yes.” Cang Heng obeyed the order and immediately left with some people to do the surveying before 

presenting the results quite soon to Jian Wushuang. 

Chapter 2630: A Visitor from the Crimson Stone Fort 

 

“It’s more than three billion catties, perhaps somewhere between three to four billion?” 

Jian Wushuang was surprised to hear the numbers from Cang Heng. 

The market price for one catty of Blood Gem was worth 10 Primordial Stones. Three billion catties of 

Blood Gem would cost a whopping 30,000,000,000 Primordial Stones! 

“Unfortunately, we can’t bag it all.” Jian Wushuang smiled bitterly along with the commanders next to 

him showing an equally helpless expression. 

It would be fortunate if they would own up one percent of the entire Blood Gems wealth. 

“How long will it take for those from Crimson Stone Fort to arrive?” Jian Wushuang asked. 

“They’re already on the way. You can expect them to be here within ten days,” replied Cang Heng. 

“Within ten days? We’ll wait for them then,” said Jian Wushuang. 

Eight days passed. 

Jian Wushuang stayed in the Blood Gems camp throughout those eight days. 

“Master.” Cang Heng came in to report, “The people from Crimson Stone Fort have arrived, but...” 

“But?” Jian Wushuang asked. 

“That inspector is their leader,” said Cang Heng. 

“Inspector?” Jian Wushuang was puzzled. “Oh, you mean the Inspector who deliberately made things 

difficult for me before I became the Territorial Lord? The one who asked me for benefits but I told him 

off, right?” 

“Yes, it’s him. I find out that he’s called Jin Yihang and does have a certain background in Crimson Stone 

Fort. I heard he’s a direct disciple of a certain faction in Crimson Stone Fort. Four people came with him 

this time and the four of them are Peak Earth Ultimate Gods if my senses are correct,” said Cang Heng 

solemnly. 

“We do have a bit of trouble here. I’ve offended him before, and he might make things hard for me 

since he’s here as an inspector.” Jian Wushuang smiled bitterly but did not care too much. “Let’s go and 

meet the Inspector first.” 

Jian Wushuang went with Cang Heng to the void outside their camp. 



The menace-looking purple-robed man, Jin Yihang stood up in the void while peeping down at the Blood 

Gem mineral vein below. 

“Tsk, tsk. It’s way too big. How much exactly is it worth? I’m afraid it’s worth a few ten billion Primordial 

Stones.” Jin Yihang was admiring the wealth contained in the mineral vein. 

“According to Northern Darkstar Territory Official Army’s message, the Blood Gems contained in this 

mineral vein are more than three billion catties with its value being more than thirty billion Primordial 

Stones,” reported a Peak Earth Ultimate God behind him. 

“Thirty billion Primordial Stones?” The other Peak Earth Ultimate Gods were shocked and began 

discussing. 

“I really didn’t expect there would be such a large mineral vein in an ordinary stellar region. Their 

territorial lord is going to make a fortune.” 

“Yes, according to Crimson Stone Fort’s rules, we should reward the stellar region who discovered and 

reported to the Crimson Stone Fort of such valuable Natural Treasures like mineral veins. In this case, 

Crimson Stone Fort will only take away ninety percent of the treasures and give the remaining ten 

percent to the Territorial Lord as a reward!” 

“It’s impossible to leave one-tenth worth of such a huge treasure that’s more than thirty billion 

Primordial Stones behind. I’m guessing that one percent is probably the capping amount.” 

“It’s worth more than three hundred million Primordial Stones even at only one percent. Many Heaven 

Ultimate God’s net worths are less than a hundred million Primordial Stones. This Territorial Lord has hit 

it big.” 

The four Peak Earth Ultimate Gods were green with envy during their conversation. 

They envied the Northern Darkstar Territorial Lord. 

Jin Yihang was unhappy when he heard their conversation. 

“What nonsense!” 

Jin Yihang rebuked, “Listen up! No one will bring up the reward later. Northern Darkstar Territory is 

under Crimson Stone Fort’s jurisdiction and even manages the entire Danyang Holy Domain. Crimson 

Stone Fort is out to mine it since a Blood Gem mineral vein appears in the Danyang Holy Domain. What 

does it have to do with the Northern Darkstar Territorial Lord?” 

The four Peak Earth Ultimate Gods looked at each other and did not say anything but they knew what 

was going. 

Jin Yihang did not want to leave anything for the Northern Darkstar Territorial Lord and wanted to take 

the share that was supposed to be the Northern Darkstar Territorial Lord’s. 

Jian Wushuang, Cang Heng, and the other commanders had emerged from the camp and soon appeared 

in front of Jin Yihang. 



“A pleasure to meet Master Inspector.” Jian Wushuang bowed slightly while maintaining a humble 

posture in front of the Inspector. 

“Jian Yi, I didn’t expect to meet you again so soon.” Jin Yihang coldly stared at Jian Wushuang. 

He still remembered how he had suffered a loss from Jian Wushuang and was being resentful. 

“I haven’t seen you for many years, but you still haven’t changed a bit.” Jian Wushuang smiled faintly. 

“Let’s not carry on with the small talks. I’m here to first confirm whether there are such a large amount 

of Blood Gems mineral vein here. Crimson Stone Fort will naturally send a higher-level expert to acquire 

it upon confirmation. You should show me around this mineral vein at this instance,” said Jin Yihang. 

“No problem.” Jian Wushuang smiled faintly. He beckoned Cang Heng to take Jin Yihang and the others 

to survey the Blood Gem mineral vein. 

They were done with the survey in just a few moments. 

“It’s indeed a huge Blood Gem mineral vein. The amount of Blood Gems within is a lot and of extremely 

high value!” Jin Yihang tightly clasped his hands with an excited expression. 

However, he soon calmed down and peered coldly at Jian Wushuang. “I’ve checked the Blood Gem 

mineral vein and we now shall wait for the high-level experts from Crimson Stone Fort to arrive, acquire, 

and start mining it. There’s nothing for you to do here, so you can go back for the time being.” 

Jian Wushuang’s face sank but did not make a move. 

Jin Yihang told them to leave but said nothing about the benefits and rewards they deserved to get. 

“Master Inspector, the Northern Darkstar Territory must be handed over the Crimson Stone Fort when 

something like the Blood Gem mineral vein appears according to Crimson Stone Fort’s rules. If I 

remember correctly, doesn’t Northern Darkstar Territory also get to keep a portion of it?” said Jian 

Wushuang. 

“Is there such a rule? Why don’t I know of it?” Jin Yihang pretended to be puzzled and even glanced at 

the four Peak Earth Ultimate Gods behind him. “Do we really have this rule in Crimson Stone Fort?” 

The four Peak Earth Ultimate Gods looked at each other and denied the existence of that rule out of fear 

they would offend Jin Yihang. 

“Jian Yi, you heard it yourself. Crimson Stone Fort doesn’t have this rule at all. You were wrong.” Jin 

Yihang smiled evilly. 

 


